
Basecamp: Advancing 
Employee Financial Health 



Purpose and Objectives 

Purpose: 
‣  Provide a highly-interactive peer learning opportunity among employers, solutions 

providers, and thought leaders. 
 
Objectives: 
‣  Focus on the employers' perspective 
‣  Explore the use of data to diagnose employees' needs and make the business case 
‣  Discuss emerging trends in employee financial health 



Agenda 

10:30 – 11:45 AM §  Welcome & Introductions 
§  Measuring Impact of Employee Financial Wellness Programs 

Ellen Frank-Miller, Senior Scientist & Adjunct Professor at Washington University in 
St. Louis 

11:45 AM – 1:00 PM Lunch 

1:00 – 2:30 PM §  Employer Case Studies 
Amanda Swoverland, Chief Risk Officer, Sunrise Bank 

2:30 – 3:00 PM Break 

3:00 – 4:30 PM §  Defining High-Quality Characteristics of Earned Wage Access Products 
Andy Bandyopadhyay, Head of Research, Even 
David Kilby, President, FinFit 



Ground Rules 

‣  Stay mentally and physically present 
‣  Share time so that all can participate 

‣  What happens here, stays here 
‣  Disagree respectfully 

‣  ELMO 



1.  ORIENT: Understand the opportunity to improve 
employee financial health. 

2.  ALIGN: Align your organization in support of 
employee financial health. 

3.  DIAGNOSE: Talk to your employees about their 
financial needs. 

4.  DESIGN: Identify and implement appropriate 
solutions. 

5.  DELIVER: Drive engagement. 

6.  TRACK: Measure success. 

7.  IMPROVE: Commit to improvement. 

Financial Health Journey 
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Where is your company (or where do your 
employer clients tend to be) on this journey? 
 



1.  ORIENT: Understand the opportunity to improve 
employee financial health. 

2.  ALIGN: Align your organization in support of 
employee financial health. 

3.  DIAGNOSE: Talk to your employees about their 
financial needs. 

4.  DESIGN: Identify and implement appropriate 
solutions. 

5.  DELIVER: Drive engagement. 

6.  TRACK: Measure success. 

7.  IMPROVE: Commit to improvement. 
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In the past five years, the percentage of employers that are very 
likely to add or expand their financial wellbeing benefits has 
more than doubled – from what percent to what percent?  

A.  From 10% to 20% 
B.  From 20% to 50% 
C.  From 5% to 15% 
D.  From 40% to 85% 
E.  From 30% to 65% 

Alight Solutions, 2019 Health and Financial Wellbeing Mindset Study 
 



What percentage of employers has conducted a financial 
wellness needs assessment to understand their employees’ 
needs?  

A.  5 percent 
B.  18 percent 
C.  26 percent 
D.  56 percent 
E.  72 percent 

EBRI, 2018 Employer Financial Wellbeing Study 



What is the most popular metric used by employers to 
measure the impact of financial wellness programs:  
A.  Retirement statistics (i.e. leakage, participation rates, etc.) 
B.  Employee engagement 
C.  Absenteeism 
D.  Percentage of workers using the benefits 
E.  Medical costs 

Alight Solutions, 2019 Health and Financial Wellbeing Mindset Study 
 



Measuring Impact of Employee 
Financial Wellness Programs  



The Social Policy Institute at 
Washington University in St. Louis 

Ellen G. Frank-Miller, PhD 

Senior Scientist & Adjunct Professor 
ellen.frank-miller@wustl.edu 
 
•  15 years in HR consulting (Hewitt, Work/Family Directions, Ceridian) 

•  UChicago grad and Evanstonian (telecommuter) 
 
My guiding question: How can employers improve the financial well-
being of their frontline workers? 
 



Practical application 
+ 

Academic research methods 
 

“Pracademics” 



The Social Policy Institute thanks our funders 
for their generous support 

 
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation 

 
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. 



‣ Exploratory study (2016-2017) 
‣  Goal: Understand what’s up with employers who 

are adopting financial wellness programs? 

‣  How do employers perceive the value of 
financial programs to their organizations and 
employees? 

‣  What motivated employers to adopt programs? 

‣  What experiences have employers had with 
program implementation? 

 

‣ Pilot studies (2017-2019) 
‣  Goal: Examine pilot programs to see what happens 

when employers offer financial wellness programs 

‣  What drives program take-up rates? What are barriers 
or facilitators to program take up? 

‣  What drives employee engagement with programs? 
What are program engagement levels like at these 
employers? 

‣  What kinds of financial outcomes do employees 
experience from using these programs? 

‣  Employer outcomes were not a subject of 
investigation since these were pilot programs – more 
rigorous research designs are needed to measure 
employer outcomes with confidence 

The Employee Financial Wellness Programs 
Studies (low- to moderate-income workers) 



‣ Exploratory study (2016-2017) 
‣  Employer survey (N=93) and interviews (N=24) 

‣  Employee survey (N=16,652) 

‣  Case studies of employer-provider pairs (5 
providers, 7 employers, N=19 interviews) 

 

‣  Pilot studies (2017-2019) 
‣  3 financial wellness program providers (NTFP financial 

counseling, Working Credit credit-building counseling, 
TrueConnect loans) 

‣  5 employers – supply chain operation of a large US 
retailer, 2 for-profit home health care agencies, 2 non-
profit providers of social services; 2 employers had 
programs in place prior to the study (retrospective study) 

‣  17,000 eligible employees 

‣  Historical program util ization data from 2 providers 

‣  Primary data collection from 226 total employee users at 
5 employers 

‣  >100 interviews; 58 interviews with employee users, 55 
interviews with managers (frontline, HR, senior leaders) 

The Employee Financial Wellness Programs 
Studies (low- to moderate-income workers) 



Employee Financial Wellness Programs 
Exploratory Study Highlights 
‣ Employee results 

‣  More than ⅓ not sure if programs were offered 

‣  Employees who suffered financial shocks or 
material hardships were more aware of offerings 

‣  Used more by employees who: 

‣  Found it very diff icult to cover usual expenses 

‣  Experienced material hardships 

‣  Experienced a f inancial shock 

‣  Black employees were less aware of programs, 
more concerned about confidentiality, and less 
likely to use credit counseling than other racial/
ethnic groups 

 

‣ Employer results 
‣  #1 reason for offering: to help employees 

‣  ROI not a motivator and ⅔ had not even 
calculated it 

‣  Companies not offering programs à not sure it 
would help employees 

‣  Needs assessments were rare 

‣  Perceived outcomes included increased 
company loyalty and, at case study employers, 
improved employee performance 

 



Employee Financial Wellness Programs 
Pilot Studies Highlights 
‣ Employee results 

‣  Employers with primarily low- and moderate-
income employee populations 

‣  Financial counseling and credit-building 
counseling = improvements in credit health 
(subprimeàprime, unscoredàscored), those in 
the worst shape saw the most improvement 

‣  Access to payroll-linked loans = “peace of mind,” 
appeared to be used by those without access to 
traditional credit options, most often used to 
meet basic and usual needs 

‣  High employee satisfaction with all piloted 
programs 

 

‣ Employer results 
‣  Examined implementation/launch success and 

take-up factors 

‣  Management-level instability impeded launch 
effectiveness and take-up (acquisition led to 
change in HR leadership at one employer, 
ownership change at one employer); 
management stability and support facilitated 
successful launch at one employer 

‣  In-person promotion appeared to be an 
important factor in program take-up 

‣  Evidence that congruence with organizational 
values and practices was associated with 
program take-up 

 



How can employers and providers evaluate 
their financial wellness programs? 
‣ Know what you can know – and what 

you can’t 
‣  The way you design an evaluation determines 

what questions you can answer – and what 
questions you can’t answer 

‣  A survey of employees who have used a program 
can tell you what they think, but it can’t tel l  you 
whether turnover decreased 

‣  An experimental design can tell you if the 
program caused a change (Even) 

‣  Don’t oversell your data! 

 

‣ Best practices 
‣  The approach has to be realistic based on the 

capacity and resources available 

‣  Start with the questions, “What do you want to 
know?” and “How will you know it when you see 
it?” and then peel back the onion 

‣  Figure out what you can realistically do to 
collect data: 

‣  Program uti l ization 

‣  HRIS and vendor capabil i t ies (Manifest) 

‣  Surveys 

‣  Interviews (I don’t recommend focus groups for 
outcome evaluations) 

 



‣  The Financial Solutions Lab (FinLab), in partnership with WashU, is 
currently conducting a rigorous evaluation with six of its cohort 
companies: Brightside, Even, Honeybee, Manifest, MedPut, Onward 

‣  The goal of this evaluation is to better understand the impact that 
workplace products have on employees’ financial health and 
employer’s Return on Investment (ROI) 

Financial Solutions Lab Evaluation 

Evaluation Spotlight 
  

 



Single group descriptive research design: 
Manifest 
‣ App helps employees transfer their retirement plan balances when they change jobs 
‣  Implementation at a Midwestern university; offered to new hires, current employees, 

and departing employees to facilitate transfers of retirement plan balances from: 
‣  Previous employer into University’s plan (new hires and current employees) 

‣  University’s plan into a new employer’s plan or an IRA (departing employees) 

‣ Design will provide information about app take-up and balance in-flows/out-flows, 
including how these vary by employee characteristics (age, length of service, account 
balance, salary) and some financial health data (in-app survey) 
‣ Data challenges 

‣  No opportunity for baseline measurement 

‣  Multiple data sources (Manifest app, University HRIS, 403(b) plan administrator) must be 
merged 

 



Single group descriptive pre-/post-test 
research design: MedPut 
‣  Short-term financing for medical bills, repayable via payroll deduction 

‣  Using baseline and follow-up surveys to focus on delayed health care use and worry 
about paying medical bills 

‣  Design will provide information about how employees are using MedPut and 
suggestive evidence re: health care use and worry outcomes – including how these 
vary by employee characteristics 

‣  Not possible to randomly assign the offer of MedPut to employees (cannot make a 
causal inference from this evidence) 

‣  Data challenges: 

‣  Cannot ask questions about health conditions 

‣  Survey needs to be brief to encourage response – limited data to benchmark against 
national surveys 

 



Experimental research design (RCT): Even 
‣  Financial wellness platform with wage advances 

‣  Launching with a home health care agency; employer promotes the app as a new benefit, 
employees who sign up offered the opportunity to participate in the study (incentive payment); 
random assignment to version of app with or without wage advance option 

‣  Design enables causal inferences with a high level of confidence; examining financial health 
outcomes, including how these vary by employee characteristics (in-app surveys), and 90-day 
turnover rates (very important measure to the employer) 

‣  Data challenges: 

‣  Employer’s payroll platform posed challenges for app integration 

‣  Data from app and employer’s HRIS need to be integrated to examine variation in 90-day 
turnover rates 

 



‣  To what extent do these research findings resonate with your 
experience? 

‣  What methods have you used to understand the employee needs you 
are trying to solve? 

‣  What methods have you used to understand whether your products or 
programs are having an impact on employees’ financial health or on 
ROI for the employer? 

‣  What challenges have you encountered as you seek to collect and 
analyze data to demonstrate impact?  

Large Group Discussion 



How much money do US employers estimate losing annually 
due to time employees spend worrying about their finances at 
work?  

A.  $10 billion 
B.  $72 billion 
C.  $120 billion 
D.  $180 billion 
E.  $250 billion 

Mercer, Inside Employees’ Minds – Financial Wellness, Volume 2 



What percentage of employees would be likely to participate in 
an emergency savings program administered via payroll 
deduction?  

A.  21% 
B.  33% 
C.  42% 
D.  55% 
E.  71% 

AARP; Saving at Work for a Rainy Day 



For an employee that owes $26,500 in student loan debt, the 
median for a bachelor’s degree borrower, at a 4% rate over a 
ten year term, a $100 per month employer contribution would 
speed up repayment by how much time? 

A.  6 months 
B.  1 year 
C.  1 year and 6 months 
D.  2 years 
E.  3 years and 1 month 

Oliver Wyman; The Student Loan Repayment Benefit 



Agenda 

10:30 – 11:45 AM §  Welcome & Introductions 
§  Measuring Impact of Employee Financial Wellness Programs 

Ellen Frank-Miller, Senior Scientist & Adjunct Professor at Washington University in 
St. Louis 

11:45 AM – 1:00 PM Lunch 

1:00 – 2:30 PM §  Employer Case Studies 
Amanda Swoverland, Chief Risk Officer, Sunrise Banks 

2:30 – 3:00 PM Break 

3:00 – 4:30 PM §  Defining High-Quality Characteristics of Earned Wage Access Products 
Andy Bandyopadhyay, Head of Research, Even 
David Kilby, President, FinFit 



Lunch 



Employer Case Studies 



While long-term savings and planning are the most-cited 
financial needs among employees, what closely follows as the 
next biggest concern? 

A.  Improving credit 
B.  Building emergency savings 
C.  Assessing insurance needs and coverage 
D.  Managing debt 
E.  Managing bills and spending 

Financial Health Network; The Case for Employers to Invest in Employee Financial Health 



If you have $14,000 currently vested in your 401(k), what is the 
maximum you could borrow via a 401(k) loan?  

A.  $7,000  
B.  $10,000 
C.  $14,000 
D.  $38,000 
E.  $50,000 

Credit Karma; Taking a loan from your 401(k)? Some things to know about repayment. 



Sunrise Banks & 
TrueConnect 
Working Together to Improve Employee 
Financial Health 



Amanda Swoverland 

Amanda Swoverland 

Amanda has been with Sunrise Banks for over eight years and is 
responsible for the oversight and management of the bank’s 
Enterprise Risk Management Program, Model Risk Management, 
Internal Audit, Compliance, BSA/AML, and Third Party Risk 
Divisions.  
 
Amanda works with business lines and external third parties to 
develop new and compliant products that will support the mission 
of promoting financial wellness. 



‣  It’s embedded in our mission 
‣  Sunrise empowers all individuals to achieve 

financial wellness 

‣  It’s a common problem  
‣  Roughly 40% of people couldn’t cover an 

unexpected $400 expense (Federal Reserve) 

 

‣  It’s the right thing to do 
‣  Hard-working employees deserve a fair shake  

 
 

Why Employee Financial Health Matters  



‣ A happy accident  
‣  Sunrise was initially going to offer TrueConnect 

as a bank product; but we quickly learned we 
should offer it to employees 

‣ Mission-driven partners  
‣  TrueConnect believes in financial health just as 

much as Sunrise does  

 

‣ Providing the service furthers the 
banks’ commitment to financial 
wellness  

 

 
 

Why TrueConnect?  



‣ Short-term loans 
‣  TrueConnect offers closed-end loans to employees  

‣  Loan amount can be up to 8% of employee’s salary 

‣  All employees receive the same interest rate 

‣  No credit check necessary  

‣ Financial counseling  
‣  All employees can also receive free financial counseling along the way if they choose 

 

 
 

How it Works 



‣ An alternative to payday loans  
‣  TrueConnect data shows that program users have also taken out payday loans in times of need 

(TrueConnect) 

 

‣ The stats 
‣  26% of HR professionals say roughly half of employees regularly face financial hardships (Hart 

Research) 

‣  33% say financial wellness is “somewhat of a problem” (Hart Research) 

 
 

Recognizing the Need  



‣ Users aren’t who we expected  
‣  Borrowers run the gamut in terms of salary  

‣  This is a bigger problem than we think it is 

‣  Home, car and medical expenses are the biggest drivers for the tool, according to TrueConnect 
(TrueConnect) 

 

‣  It’s a favorable tool  
‣  According to TrueConnect data, 79% of users would recommend the program to a friend or colleague 

(TrueConnect)  

 

What We’ve Found  



‣ Employee Usage 
‣  From 2018 to September 2019, 115 loans were made to 52 employees  

‣  41 of these employees took out multiple loans  

‣  Average salary of these borrowers was $54,007 

‣  Majority of borrowers make $40-60k annually  

‣  Three borrowers had annual salaries of more than $100,000 

‣  14% of employees currently using the program  

 

 

Sunrise Banks Data  



‣ Divulging personal information  
‣  Not everyone is comfortable sharing information about finances  

 

‣ What if it’s not enough? 
‣  What do you do when someone uses the entire loan and still needs more?  

 
 

Challenges  



‣  To what extent does this resonate with your experience?  

‣  What have your learned about the employees that use your products 
and programs? 

‣  How do you balance the desire to offer targeted solutions and 
encourage participation with employees’ desire for privacy? 

‣  What do you do when the products and programs you offer aren’t 
enough to meet employees’ needs? 

‣  How do overcome challenges to uptake and adoption, including the 
fear of stigmatization? 

Large Group Discussion 



Agenda 

10:30 – 11:45 AM §  Welcome & Introductions 
§  Measuring Impact of Employee Financial Wellness Programs 

Ellen Frank-Miller, Senior Scientist & Adjunct Professor at Washington University in 
St. Louis 

11:45 AM – 1:00 PM Lunch 

1:00 – 2:30 PM §  Employer Case Studies 
Amanda Swoverland, Chief Risk Officer, Sunrise Banks 

2:30 – 3:00 PM Break 

3:00 – 4:30 PM §  Defining High-Quality Characteristics of Earned Wage Access Products 
Andy Bandyopadhyay, Head of Research, Even 
David Kilby, President, FinFit 



Break 



 
Defining High-Quality 
Characteristics of Earned 
Wage Access Products  



Compass Principles 



‣ What, in your company's view, are the key features of 
a high-quality wage advance product? 

‣ How is your company using data to measure your 
product's impact on the financial health of your users? 
Of the ROI for your company and your employer 
partners? 



THE ROLE OF EARNED WAGE ACCESS 
IN EMPLOYEE FINANCIAL WELLNESS 
Andy Bandyopadhyay 
Even 



‣ Turning paychecks into progress 
Americans at all income levels live paycheck to 
paycheck, saving nothing for next week, let alone 
for their future. The best employers differentiate 
themselves by giving their people something that 
impacts them more than higher wages alone: 
tools for moving forward. Even’s modern, mobile-
first Financial Wellness Platform makes it simple 
to effortlessly plan, spend, borrow, and save 
money—to turn paychecks into progress. 

Introducing Even 



‣ Quality 
What, in your company's view, are the key 
features of a high-quality earned wage access 
product? 

Questions 
‣  Impact 
How is your company using data to measure your 
product's impact on the financial health of your 
users? Of the ROI for your company and your 
employer partners? 



‣ Holistic 
Part of a holistic solution to financial wellness 

 
‣ Measurable 

Grounded in financial health measurement 

 
‣ Safe 

Built with appropriate safeguards 

High-quality EWA products 



Part of a holistic solution 



‣ Holistic solutions encompass spending, saving, borrowing, and planning 
They help with all parts of a consumer’s financial life 

 
‣ EWA helps with spending 

Earned wage access is a way to manage cash flow, designed to help with paying bills on time 
(indicator #1) 

 
‣ EWA does not help with saving, borrowing, or planning 

That means indicators 2-8 remain unaddressed 

 
‣ So an EWA product needs to be part of a broader product suite 

Part of a holistic solution 



‣ EWA products should improve consumer financial health 
An EWA product should help, not hurt, consumer financial health 

 
‣ But you don’t know unless you measure it 

Luckily, the Financial Health Network provides you with a suite of tools to do this: 

‣  Financial Health Score (use it longitudinally) 
‣  Transaction-based indicators of financial health 
‣  A team of experts who can help you with experiment design 

Grounded in financial health measurement 



‣ But what if they harm employee financial health? 
Employers ask: “If I provide EWA, won’t employees just spend it all and end up in a deeper hole?” 

 
‣ Having a holistic solution helps 

All features of a holistic app work together to help people manage bills and spending, so that they 
save more on rely on Instapay less. 

 
‣ Still, we build in safeguards anyway 

Integrate with payroll to verify wages already earned 

Cap the amount of available advances (e.g., 50% of net pay) 

Cap the frequency of available advances (e.g., once per pay period) 

Built with appropriate safeguards 



‣ Quality 
What, in your company's view, are the key 
features of a high-quality earned wage access 
product? 

Questions 
‣  Impact 
How is your company using data to measure your 
product's impact on the financial health of your 
users? Of the ROI for your company and your 
employer partners? 



‣ Members 
Financial health 

 
‣ Employers 
Retention, productivity, absenteeism 

 
‣ Even 
Growth in member adoption 

Impact measurement: members, employers, 
Even 



‣ Financial Health Network survey 
score 

Longitudinal changes in the survey-based 
Financial Health Score  

 
‣ Financial Health Network 

transactional indicators of fin  
health 

Longitudinal analysis of transactional indicators of 
financial health 

Member impact 
‣  Incidence of overdraft fees 
Longitudinal analysis of the incidence of overdraft 
fees 

 
‣ Levels of financial stress 
Longitudinal analysis of levels of financial stress 



‣ Retention 
The most important metric: retention 

‣  Do Even members stay at their jobs longer 
than non-members? 

‣  Does it matter how Even members use Even? 

 
‣ Productivity, absenteeism, and other 

metrics 
Similar questions to retention; usually prioritized 
after retention 

Employer impact 
‣ Establishing causality 
We’re excited to be running a randomized 
controlled trial in collaboration with Wash U to 
understand the causal impact of Even on 
employee retention, as well as employee financial 
health 



‣ Growth 
Growth in member adoption (and therefore 
revenue) 

 
‣ A note on incentives 
Our margin is higher when members don’t use 
Instapay, so we’re incentivized to help people rely 
on Instapay less, which means focusing on 
planning and saving 

Even impact 



 
 
 
 
The Debate 



QUALITY EARNED WAGE ACCESS PROGRAM 
CONSIDERATIONS 
 
‣  Accessibility 
‣  Design 

‣  Informative 
‣  Amount 
‣  Cost 
‣  Usage 
‣  Requirements 
‣  Data 



DATA & IMPACT 

 
‣  Behavior Tracking 

‣  Volatility of usage 

‣  AI to predict non-temporary cashflow challenges 

‣  Alternative solutions 

‣  Behavioral impacts 

‣  Behavioral triggers 



HOLISTIC FINANCIAL WELLNESS 

Behavioral 
Tracking 

Education 

Early Wage 
Access 



David Kilby 
FinFit 
Dkilby@FinFit.com 



Small Group Discussion 



‣  Where were there common themes among the 
groups? 

‣  Where was the most divergence among the 
groups? 

‣  Do any potential categories or ways of grouping 
the characteristics seem to emerge? 

Large Group Report-Out 



One of the key value propositions of Earned Wage Access 
products is a reduction in overdraft and payday loan fees. True 
or False: In 2016, underserved consumers were charged 
approximately 5x more in overdraft fees than payday loan fees. 

TRUE 

FALSE 

Financial Health Network; 2017 Financially Underserved Market Size Study 





‣ NETWORKING BREAK 
4:30 pm - 5:00 pm  

Coming Up Next  

‣ NETWORKING RECEPTION 
Grand Ballroom Foyer  
5:00 pm - 6:00 pm  

‣ DINE AROUND 
DINNERS 
Sign up in the App!  

‣ COMPLETE THE PAPER SURVEY 
Right now!   




